1 Bangladesh Country Profile
Generic Information:

"Bangladesh officially the People's Republic of Bangladesh, is a country in South Asia, located on the fertile Bengal delta. It is bordered by the Republic of India to its north, west and east, by the Union of Myanmar (Burma) to its south-east and by the Bay of Bengal to its south. It is separated from the Democratic Republic of Nepal and the Kingdom of Bhutan by the narrow Indian Siliguri Corridor. Together with the neighboring Indian state of West Bengal, it makes up the ethno-linguistic region of Bengal. The name Bangladesh means "Country of Bengal" in the official Bengali language."


Find the country in the generic links below:

Wikipedia information on Bangladesh
IMF information on Bangladesh
Economist Intelligence Unit information on Bangladesh*

(note - this is a paid service)

Humanitarian Info:

WFP information on Bangladesh
UNOCHA information on Bangladesh

Facts and Figures:

Wolfram Alpha information on Bangladesh
World Bank information on Bangladesh
World Population Review information on Bangladesh